
Hash Trash 

.. don’t let the facts get in the way of a good 

story! 

 

Run no 2255 

Location Robina Cricket Club 

Hare VD  

30 Hashmen 
 

The pack arrived to find the Hash Trailer in pole position and VD happy to see so many turn 

up after the May Babies Weekend at Mariefields  

 

The briefing was short with the instruction there is no need to shortcut because the ran and 

the walk are both short. The runners headed off followed by the walkers. Needless to say 

more took the shortcut than did the full course.  

 

VD was out on the trail on his bike directing traffic and doing all he could to stop the 

shortcutters. The shortcutting walkers and runners were back within the hour. Sir Rabbit and 

Nasty returned on the hour after completing the full trail distance.  

 

On return to the trailer right on the hour, the pack was well settled in and SPV announced 

that the search party organized to find Sir Rabbit and Nasty could stand down and return to 

their tables and chairs to resume drinking. Iceman did the full trail plus a few klm and was 

the last runner in at 7.15.  

 

Stories of the run circulated with complaints about the 4.5k becoming 8.1k and checks not 

being marked off causing extra distance for the runners. The trail went through a tunnel 

where a young guy thought he could do drugs with in his car with his mates and he took off 

without lights on when the runners approached with their torches looking like a swat team on 

a raid.  

 

Calls to Ice the hare were heard and the excuses from VD kept coming ..  

“I ran out of chalk” 

“The light on my bike stopped working”  

“I had to get back to cook the Nosh” 

 

Birthday beers were on offer and the night resembled a splinter lunch with plenty of red wine 

on the tables.  

 

The Nosh was the usual VD burgers in rolls with salad. There were questions about what type 

of burgers these were and what was in them. Kitchen Bitch made sure that they were cooled 

to perfection and that there was enough to go around.  

 

The return of the Hash Fire Keg was welcomed and was where a lot of conversation was 

shared.  



 

Seconds of lettuce and cheese and tomatoes were offered as sandwiches before the desert of 

fruit and ice-cream was served in cups. Before too long the food was gone and it was time to 

pack up the tables and chairs. 

 

The circle was called by acting GM Sir Prince Valiant 

Run report was given by Iceman who said this was not the worst run he had ever done but it 

was close. It was 8.1k and light on for checks being marked off. Still have it a comment of 

great run.  

Walk report was given by Weekly who said it was good to be back walking again.  

 

Returning runners Rainbow and Caustic Crusader. Rainbow’s gift for the GM was a 

Tasmanian apple. He also gave his impression of a ruby league siren which was very good.  

 

Visitors: Fullers brother visiting Moe Victoria told a story about their younger years cleaning 

septic tanks with petrol and massive explosion of flames.  

 

Charges from the Weekend away at Swindlers Farm.  

Sir Rabbit for breaking Mrs Swindlers prized planter pot. Sir Rabbit insisted that it was in 

the wrong place and was amazed that none of the other drunks had broken it before he did.  

 

KB, Rug, Shat, Botcho charged by SPV for talking too loudly and using the dunny for a piss 

at night and keeping the Princess who was sleeping in suite 1A awake.  

 

Shat was charged for aiding and abetting KB with receiving Sir Rabbits stolen drink bottle 

holder and Rug was charged with falling asleep again.  

 

SPV charged Miscarrage for staying at Darcy Arms Irish Pub alone until 11pm on the 

evening of his wedding anniversary  

 

Miscarrage was again charged for taking goods from an Indian garage sale without paying 

for them.  

 

Circumference charged Bent Banana, Botcho, Miscarrage and Badger for attending Covid 

hash last week and causing Poxy to have so much left over food that Poxy was begging 

people to take it home and Circumference was still eating left over onions this morning.  

 

Miscarrage charged SPV for only having one toilet and not being able to use it because 

workers were doing work in the bathroom.  

 

POW given by SBend, as proxy for Poxy to Nasty, for being absent from Hash with his 

commitments to contribute the improving the lives of others. It appears that Nasty is missed, 

despite the fact that every week words are written and posted. There was the usual chorus of 

“trumped up charge” and “you don’t deserve it”, from the soft cocks who don’t want it next 

week. I think SBend enjoyed this too much.  

 

RA Brewtus told of his colonoscopy and his trip home from hospital and how he slammed 

his wife’s head with the car boot. Shat and SPV also shared their experiences with 

colonoscopies.  

 



Rainbow was called out to share some home truths about Tasmanians.  

 

Next weeks run Fuller Shit from Southport  

 

Truckie report given by Caustic  

 

Splinter Lunch LaPorchetta Broadbeach 

 

End of circle called by VD 

 

On OnSec  

Nasty  

1.  

1. What do you always get on your birthday? Another year older!  

2. Age is a relative thing. All my relatives keep reminding me how old I 
am.  

3. What goes up and never comes down? Your age!  

4. Statistics show that those who have the most birthdays live the longest!  

5. Birthdays are nice and all, but I think too many can kill you!  

6. Why do candles love birthdays so much? They just wanna get lit!  

7. I used to be a boy trapped in a woman's body. But after 9 long months, 
I was finally born!  

8. The best way to remember your wife's birthday is to forget it once.  

9. How do people celebrate birthdays in heaven? With angel food cake!  

10. You know you're getting old when you realize that caution is the only 
thing you care to exercise.  

11. What is the meaning of a true friend? One who remembers your 
birthday but not your age!  

12. What did the ice-cream say to the unhappy birthday cake? "What's 
eating you?"  

13. Birthdays are natures way of telling us to eat more cake.  

14. What does every birthday end with? The letter Y!  

15. What did the pirate day on this 80th birthday? Aye-matey!  

16. Today is your birthday, so congratulate yourself—especially if you're 
still young enough to remember it!  

17. Birthdays are a great time to stop and appreciate gravity. Sure, it makes 
things sag as you get older, but it also keeps your cake from flying all 
over the room so you don't have to chase it.  

18. What did one candle say to the other? "Don't birthdays just burn you 
up?"  



19. Don't get weird about getting older! Age is simply the number of years 
the world has been enjoying us!  

20. What happens when no one comes to your birthday party? You can 
have your cake and eat it too. 

 

Simon Scott 

 



 


